Liberalism’s Religion


‘A major contribution to its field, likely to displace a lot of other texts’, Bernard G. Prusak, Commonweal

‘A rigorously researched volume on the relationship between religion and the secular state’, Robert A. Segal, Times Higher Education


‘Superbly authoritative’, Jonathan Chaplin, Studies in Christian Ethics

‘A major theoretical accomplishment, one that ought to shape theoretical analysis long into the future’, Benjamin Hertzberg, Political Theory


‘An elegant philosophical exercise of rigorous conceptual analysis, erudite discussion, and challenging normative engagement with the conceptualization of “religion”’, Emanuela Ceva, Ethics

Special issues with article-length commentaries are forthcoming in Critical Review of Social and Political Philosophy. Read articles by Aurelia Bardon, Paul Bou-Habib, Jean Cohen, Chiara Cordelli, Sune Laegaard, Peter Jones, Jeff Howard and Daniel Sabbagh, Journal of Applied Philosophy

Criminal Law and Philosophy

The book has been the subject of a number of symposia: at UCL, Cardiff, Oxford, Sciences Po Paris, Montreal, Rijeka, University of Virginia, and APSA ‘Author meets Critics’.